Primary breast carcinoma with features of the follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma
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ABSTRACT

A 61-year-old female patient with no previous medical history presented to our hospital with a palpable right breast mass as well as palpable axillary lymph nodes. Microscopic examination revealed a bifocal primary carcinoma of the breast displaying characteristics similar to that of follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma. Three axillary lymph nodes contained metastases. Immunohistochemical study for TTF-1, Thyroglobulin, GATA-3, ER and PR was consistent with a primary breast carcinoma, excluding the possibility of a metastatic tumor.

The above unusual morphological features were caused by improper fixed tissue. Suboptimal fixation may cause tissue artifacts such as shrinkage, streaming, diffusion, vacuolation and nuclear or cytoplasmic changes as well as decreasing tissue antigenicity. Occasionally, altered morphology may mislead to major diagnostic pitfall.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Carcinoma No Special Type (NST) is the most common type of breast adenocarcinoma accounting for 40%-75% of cases in published series. It is essentially a diagnosis of exclusion, defined by the lack of specific morphological features of special type carcinomas. Histologically it can display any architectural pattern. The tumor cells may be arranged in cords, clusters or trabeculae while some tumors are characterized by solid growth pattern. Cytological atypia may range from minimal to severe. Mitotic activity count could be very low or extremely high depending on the degree of differentiation.[1]

Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is the most common primary thyroid malignancy, considered as a malignant epithelial tumor with follicular cell differentiation, characterized histologically by certain nuclear characteristics which define the diagnosis.[2] Usually displays an indolent clinical behavior remaining localized to the thyroid. Its metastatic spread commonly involves regional lymph nodes. Hematogenous metastases are uncommon, the most usual sites of involvement being the lung followed by the bone.[3] In the English literature few cases of PTC metastasizing to the breast have been reported.[4-9]

Fixation is a complex series of chemical events that allow...
tissues to be examined as close as possible to their living state and simultaneously to preserve DNA, mRNA and other biomolecules.

Suboptimal fixation may cause alteration of protein structure, shrinkage of tissue and/or brittle tissue; as a result major diagnostic problems may occur.

We herein report a case of a primary breast carcinoma NST that combines a follicular-like architectural pattern with the nuclear characteristics of PTC.

2. Case Presentation
A 61-year-old female patient with no previous medical history presented to our hospital with a palpable right breast mass together with palpable axillary lymph nodes. Clinical examination followed by FNA in breast and ipsilateral axilla was positive for malignancy. Imaging did not reveal any other organ involvement. All other paraclinical investigations including thyroid function were normal. A right modified radical mastectomy was performed.

Figure 1. Round to ovoid glands divided into lobules by fibrous bands

Grossly a tumor consisting of two foci with a maximum diameter of 27 mm and 6 mm respectively was found within the lower medial quadrant of the right breast. On microscopic examination the larger neoplastic focus consisted mainly of closely opposed almost back to back round to ovoid glandular formations. Fibrous bands divided tumour into lobules (see Figure 1). Several intraluminal proliferations resembling glomeruloid structures were present (see Figure 2). The smaller neoplastic focus consisted of irregular glands and small tumor islands. Both lesions were composed of highly atypical cuboidal cells with irregular nuclear contour and eosinophilic cytoplasm. Nuclear overlapping finely dispersed optically clear chromatin and few nuclear grooves were also noted (see Figure 3). In situ component either ductal or lobular was not identified. Mitotic figures were few in number. The tumor invaded the pectoralis muscle. Three out of twelve axillary lymph nodes contained metastases.

The overall tumor morphology was similar to that of follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma. Immunohistochemical study was positive for GATA-3 (see Figure 4) and negative for TTF-1 and thyroglobulin. Tumor cells were strongly positive for estrogen and weakly positive for progesterone receptors and negative for HER-2 and Ki-67 index was 30%. Staining with anti-smooth muscle actin and p63 confirmed the absence of an in situ component. The

Figure 2. High power examination several intraluminal proliferations resembling glomeruloid structures invading striated muscle are visible

Figure 3. Tumor nuclei display overlapping, finely dispersed optically clear chromatin and few grooves reminding the nuclear characteristics of papillary thyroid carcinoma
diagnosis of a multifocal carcinoma of the breast NST grade II was made.

Figure 4. Immunohistochemical staining for GATA-3 shows diffuse, strong, nuclear staining

The patient received systemic adjuvant therapy and radiotherapy. Twenty-four months after surgery she is alive with no evidence of recurrence or metastasis.

3. DISCUSSION
Metastatic neoplasms constitute 0.5%-2% of breast tumors.\(^1\) Mammary metastases from PTC are extremely rare. To the best of our knowledge there are only six cases of metastatic PTC reported in the English literature.\(^4-9\) PTC metastasis to the mammary gland is usually associated with disseminated disease.\(^3\) Specifically, two cases of PTC follicular variant were found in the English literature exhibiting limited spreading. The first showed three cutaneous lesions and one breast metastasis, identified through a period of 11 years without any evidence of local recurrence or other sites of dissemination.\(^5\) The second presented with an isolated breast metastasis in a male patient.\(^8\)

Clinical examination by itself offers little help to define whether a breast tumor is primary or metastatic since the later may manifest breast lump with axillary lymph node involvement.\(^10\)

In the present case the tumor revealed resemblance to the follicular variant of PTC with overall architecture and nuclear features suggestive of such.

Circumstantially, the differential diagnosis include mammary carcinoma NST, breast tumor resembling the tall cell variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma (BTPTC) and metastatic disease from thyroid.

High grade breast carcinoma may have similar nuclear features but the combination of extensive glandular formation with high grade atypia is unusual in primary mammary carcinomas. Furthermore, the absence of in situ component complicates the distinction between primary or metastatic tumor, which is a very helpful clue to resolve problematic cases when metastatic disease is suspected.

BTPTC is a very rare neoplasm initially described by Eusebi et al.\(^10\) Eversince a total of twenty six cases were reported in the English literature.\(^10-16\) Histologically presenting features reminiscent thyroid follicles composed of neoplastic cells that display mostly solid to papillary architecture with areas of glandular-like formation which are filled by amorphous eosinophilic colloid-like material showing scalloped borders. Some of the tumors show abundant psammoma bodies and small aggregates of granular calcifications both within the glandular lumina and within the proliferating epithelium. The neoplastic cells range from columnar to cuboidal with eosinophilic granular cytoplasm and moderately pleomorphic ovoid nuclei some with clear chromatin. Angulated nuclear membrane borders and numerous grooves were seen in all cases; occasional eosinophilic pseudo-inclusions delimited by a rim of nuclear membrane were present in some of the cases.\(^16\)

The case in hand lacks most of BTPTC’s characteristics, such as papillary formations, thyroid-like follicular structures, columnar cells, pseudo-inclusions, psammoma bodies or granular calcifications. Additionally, immunohistochemical study for GATA-3, ER, PR, TTF-1 and Thyroglobulin ruled out the possibility of metastasis. Therefore the diagnosis of a primary breast carcinoma was made.

Finally, another interesting feature was present in our case that of glomeruloid structures. Such structures were described in acinar prostatic adenocarcinoma which were associated with high grade adenocarcinoma mainly grade 4 being considered as an early form of cribriform pattern.\(^17\) One may assume that the same is probably valid for breast carcinomas. Furthermore, glomeruloid features have also been described in single case reports of well differentiated papillary mesothelioma\(^18\) and follicular thyroid carcinoma.\(^19\)

Taking in account the above all results and seeking the cause of the aforementioned morphology the authors realized that the tissue was improperly fixed. The specimen had been delayed for three days to reach the pathology department; it was cramped in a small pot with modicum fixative. Subsequently the specimen was handled macroscopically two days later.

Fixation is a chemical process in which tissue autolysis and putrefaction are arrested. Proper fixation depends on specimen thickness, volume of fixative and duration of fix-
ation. Suboptimal fixation is disruption any and/or all of these parameters resulting (delayed or inadequate fixation). Improper/suboptimal fixation may induce tissue shrinkage, streaming, diffusion, vacuolation as well as nuclear clearing. Other changes of nucleus or cytoplasm displayed as altered staining quality, cell shrinking with cytoplasmic clumping, faint of nuclear chromatin and invisible nucleoli. Finally, loss of detail of vascular, nerves and glands structures may be observed.\[20,21\]

Prolonged fixation may cause “bleaching artifact” giving an empty space appearance simulating sometimes vascular invasion.\[22\] Consequently, antigenicity may also be decreased,\[23\] probably due high pH level of formalin solution, fortunately, immunostaining was not affected in the under discussion case.

4. CONCLUSION

We present a case of primary breast carcinoma combining a follicular-like architectural pattern with the nuclear characteristics of PTC. Despite its resemblance to follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma thorough histological examination and use of appropriate immunohistochemical markers contributed to correct diagnosis. Lastly but not least, suboptimal fixation should not be excluded from the differential diagnosis of analogous cases.
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